Abstract-In this paper, the problem of single microphone source separation via Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) by exploiting video information is addressed. Respective audio and video modalities coming from a single human speech usually have similar time changes. It means that changes in one of them usually corresponds to changes in the other one. So it is expected that activation coefficient matrices of their NMF decomposition are similar. Based on this similarity, in this paper the activation coefficient matrix of the video modality is used as an initialization for audio source separation via NMF. In addition, the mentioned similarity is used for post-processing and for clustering the rows of the activation coefficient matrix which were resulted from randomly initialized NMF. Simulation results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed multimodal approaches in single microphone source separation.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Single microphone speech separation is a challenging task in source separation. In this problem, the observed signal is a superposition of a set of original speech signals, that is
where x(t) is the observed signal, s i (t)'s are original sources and L is the number of sources. The goal is to separate the original sources from x(t). Different approaches have already been proposed for single microphone source separation. In [1] single microphone source separation is achieved by learning a set of time domain basis functions. Single channel Independent Component Analysis (ICA), wavelet ICA, Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition (EEMD) ICA and using deep learning are some of other methods [2] , [3] .
One of the approaches used for single microphone source separation is Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [4] , [5] . NMF decomposes a nonnegative data matrix as the product of two matrices with nonnegative components as [6] , [7] V WH,
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where V ∈ F ×N , W ∈ F ×K and H ∈ K×N . V is called observation matrix, W is called basis dictionary matrix and H is called activation coefficient matrix [4] , [5] . We will explain in Section II how the model (1) leads to (2) in the time-frequency domain, using Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT).
For achieving good results in source separation via NMF, W should be clustered so that basis dictionary vectors corresponding to the same source are clustered together. So some algorithms for single microphone source separation via NMF such as [4] use a prior training for estimating W. In these algorithms, W is learned from training data and kept fixed during the updating process, so during the estimation process only H is updated. Manual clustering of basis vectors after NMF decomposition is also proposed in [4] . Initialization of W and H highly affects the quality of NMF decomposition. Good initialization results in a good decomposition. Many NMF based algorithms are initialized randomly, so they have to be run several times and the best final result is picked up [8] . However, such a procedure can be expensive especially when the algorithm has a high computational load. So different initialization algorithms are proposed. In [8] an initialization algorithm based on Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) named as NonNegative Double SVD (NNDSVD) is proposed for initializing W and H. In [9] another initialization approach based on hierarchical clustering of attributes through the similarity measure is presented. Other initialization algorithms can be found in [10] . For single microphone source separation, user guided audio source separation is proposed in [5] , [11] . In these algorithms, an end user is asked to manually annotate the activity of each source. This information is then used for initializing the activation coefficients matrix.
Recently, separating audio signals using multimodal nature of speech is studied in different source separation algorithms such as [12] , [13] . Different aspects of a multimodal phenomenon are measured by different instruments [14] . Each of these measurements is called a modality. A human speech is an example of a multimodal (bimodal) phenomenon which consists of audio and video modalities of the speaker. Bimodal nature of speech is also exploited in NMF for various applications such as speaker diarization [15] .
In this paper, we use the bimodal nature of speech along with NMF to enhance the quality of single microphone source separation. Basic source separation approach of this paper is similar to [4] but no prior training or manual clustering of basis vectors is needed. Special initialization is used in this paper to force the algorithm to converge to a proper minimum. Moreover, instead of manually annotating the activity of each source, which is used in [5] , the similarity of the activation coefficient matrices of the respective modalities is used. In addition, this similarity is used for post-processing of the NMF based single microphone source separation which is initialized randomly. This post-processing is done by clustering the rows of the activation coefficient matrix after NMF decomposition. The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, NMF model and its usage for single microphone source separation is reviewed. The main ideas are presented in Section III and finally experimental results are presented in Section IV.
II. PRELIMINARIES

A. NMF Model
The goal of NMF is to factorize a matrix with nonnegative entries as the product of the two matrices with nonnegative entries, as in (2) . It can be achieved by solving the optimization problem [7] min
where D is a measure of the difference between V and WH. Different functions have already been used as the above measure. One of the popular functions is Itakura-Saito (IS) divergence, defined as [5] , [11] 
whereṼ WH and v(i, j) andṽ(i, j) are the (i, j)-th entries of V andṼ respectively. H and W are updated during an optimization process. For example, a multiplicative update rule for optimization of the above cost function is presented as follows [16] , [17] ,
where w(i, a) and h(a, µ) are the components of W and H respectively.
B. Single Microphone Source Separation Based on NMF
The use of NMF for single microphone source separation is studied in different papers such as [4] , [5] , [18] . STFT matrix of a signal is a matrix whose n-th column is the Fourier transform of the n-th frame of that signal. The n-th frame of a time domain signal such as y(k) is calculated as
where y n (k) is the n-th frame of y and W is a finite-length window with length M , and M is the amount of the shift of the window. Since STFT is a linear transform, for a mixture of L sources
where x(f, n) is the (f, n)-th component of the STFT matrix of the mixture and s i (f, n) is the (f, n)-th component of the STFT matrix of the i-th source signal. The power spectrum matrix V is a matrix whose components are equal to
V is a F × N matrix where F is the number of frequency bins and N is the number of time frames. The use of NMF for single microphone source separation is based on the assumption that the power spectrum matrix of the i-th source is factorized to W i H i where W i and H i are the basis dictionary and activation coefficient matrices of the NMF decomposition of the power spectrum of the i-th source, respectively [4] . So separation of sources is achieved by the following NMF decomposition
where
Finally, by using Wiener filtering, the STFT matrix of the i-th separated signal is estimated as the matrix whose (f, n)-th component is given byŝ
In the above single microphone source separation approach, the main challenging task is grouping W to W i 's, so that each W i corresponds to the i-th source.
For achieving good results in single microphone source separation, in [4] W i is learned from training data for each individual source and then only H i is updated during the update procedure. However, training data is not always available so there are other algorithms like [5] , [11] that use manual annotation of activity of sources for initializing H. But, when the parameters of the NMF based single microphone source separation approach (W, H) are initialized randomly and no training data is available, clustering of basis vector after decomposition is needed. So in [4] , this clustering of basis vectors has been done manually.
III. MAIN IDEAS
Bimodal nature of speech is exploited in different speech source separation algorithms [12] , [13] . In this paper, we use the lip surface of the speaker as the video modality. Since respective audio and video modalities have a similar physical origin (human speech), changes in the audio modality usually corresponds to changes in the lip surface of the speaker.
Due to this similarity, it is expected that the activation coefficient matrices of the NMF factorization of the power spectra of respective audio and video modalities (H a and H v , respectively) have similar shapes. More specifically, it is expected that respective modalities have zeros in nearly the same components of their activation coefficients matrices. It means that their inactive periods are expected to be nearly the same. Based on this similarity two different ideas are proposed in the rest of the paper: one for initialization of the NMF based separation approach of Section II-B and one for clustering of basis vectors of NMF approach of Section II-B when the parameters (W, H) are initialized randomly and no training data is available. The ideas are compared with each other.
A. First Idea: Multimodal Initialization Approach
Since the update rules (4), (5) are multiplicative, zero components do not change during the update process. So the zero components of the finalized and the initialization matrices are mostly the same. Having in mind the similarity of activation coefficient matrices of respective modalities, in this paper we propose that the activation coefficient matrix of the video modality (H v ) is used as an initialization for the single microphone audio source separation. Note that in this paper the video modality is a one dimensional signal consisting of the lip surface of the speaker extracting from its three dimensional video. So computing its STFT matrix, NMF decomposition of its power spectrum matrix and consequently computing its activation coefficient matrix is similar to what is done in the previous section. In addition, video modalities (lip surface signals) can have constant nonzero values during their inactive periods. In this situation, derivative of the lip surface signals is used. So, the lip surface signals are first differentiated and then their activation coefficient matrices are extracted. So H v can be used instead of manual annotation of the activity of audio signals which is used in [5] , [11] . Therefore we initialize the single microphone audio source separation algorithm of [4] , with the following initialization matrix
where H 
B. Second Idea: Multimodal Clustering Approach
The second idea is clustering the basis vectors resulted from NMF based single microphone source separation when the parameters (W, H) are initialized randomly. As mentioned before, in [4] manual clustering of basis vectors is done after NMF decomposition. In this paper, it is proposed to use the similarity between activation coefficient matrices of modalities for clustering the rows of activation coefficient matrix and consequently the basis vectors. This should be noted again that this clustering is used after a randomly initialized NMF algorithm. The number of clusters is equal to the number of original sources (L). Center of the i-th cluster is the average of the rows of H v i , i.e.:
where C i is a row vector of size 1 × N (N is the number of the columns of H be nearly a rank one matrix. Matrix rank can be measured using the following criterion [19] 
where H(j, :) is the j-th row of the activation coefficient matrix of the mixture, σ i is the i-th singular value of the SVD of
T and p is the number of singular values. σ 1 is the largest singular value. Then H(j, :) is clustered to the m-th cluster if 
Then W is also clustered to W c such that it corresponds to the above clustering in H. Separated sources are then reconstructed using H c and W c .
IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In this Section, the effect of the proposed multimodal initialization and multimodal clustering approaches for source separation is investigated. Signals used for simulation are pairs of audio and video modalities of different speeches [20] . It should be noted that in this paper, the one dimensional signal of the lip surface of the speaker is used as the video modality. The audio signals are sampled at 16 kHz and the lip surface signals are sampled at 50 Hz. So the lip surface signals are upsampled by factor 320 using "interp.m" function of NMF decomposition of lip surface modalities is initialized randomly. STFT is computed using 0.0625 sec length window (1000 samples). Quality of the separated signals is measured using the following SNR SNR = 10 log 10 i,j S(i, j)
where S andŜ are the magnitude spectra of the original and the estimated signals respectively. In the first simulation, the effect of the proposed initialization approach (first idea) comparing to NNDSVD of [8] and random initialization approaches is investigated. It should be noted that for a better comparison of the initialization algorithms, in the NNDSVD approach, only H is initialized using the NNDSVD algorithm. W is initialized randomly for all of the algorithms. 10 mixtures are separated using NMF with the proposed, NNDSVD and random initialization approaches. κ is set to 10. Source separation results are presented in Table I . The first two columns of the table (Ŝ 1MM and S 2MM ) correspond to the SNRs of the two separated signals using the proposed initialization.Ŝ 1SVD andŜ 2SVD correspond to the NNDSVD initialized separation algorithm and the two last columns correspond to the randomly initialized separation algorithm.
It is inferred from the results that NMF separation algorithm with the proposed multimodal initialization has a better quality compared to NNDSVD and randomly initialized NMF algorithms. As mentioned before, this better quality is due to the proposed initialization which prevents disordering of the rows of the matrix H.
In the second simulation, the proposed clustering algorithm (second idea) is investigated. In Table II , the quality of the classical NMF (randomly initialized NMF) source separation algorithm with the proposed clustering algorithm is compared to the classical NMF without clustering of basis vectors. In addition, the proposed initialization approach and the proposed clustering algorithms are also compared with each other in Table II . In this simulation κ is set to 5.
In Table II ,Ŝ 1c andŜ 2c are the separated signals estimated after the proposed clustering algorithm.Ŝ 1MM ,Ŝ 2MM ,Ŝ 1 and S 2 are defined before. It is clear from the results that the proposed clustering algorithm increases the quality of source separation comparing to the randomly initialized NMF source separation algorithm without clustering. But the quality of source separation algorithm with the proposed initialization is greater than the randomly initialized algorithms with or without clustering.
In the third simulation, the situation when the video information (lip surface signal) is only available for one of the sources, say s 1 , is investigated. This occurs when we are only interested to extract one of the sources from the mixture. So only first κ rows of H are initialized by using the video information and the rest of the rows are initialized randomly. Separation results for the mentioned, NNDSVD and randomly initialized NMF based single microphone source separation approach are presented in Table III . The first two columns of the Table III (S 1MM andS 2MM ) correspond to the mentioned initialization.S iMM is used instead ofŜ iMM to indicate that only first κ rows of H are initialized by using video (lip surface signal) information.
It can be inferred from the results that using the video information of only one of the sources increases the quality of separation comparing to NNDSVD and random initializations. However, separation quality using the video information of only one of the sources is less than the separation quality when the video information of all of the sources is used (the difference betweenŜ 1SVD (Ŝ 2SVD ) in Table I andŜ 1SVD (Ŝ 2SVD ) in Table III and the difference betweenŜ 1MM (Ŝ 2MM ) in Table I andŜ 1MM (Ŝ 2MM ) in Table II is due to the random initialization of W). So separation quality for the mentioned initializations can be sorted as: multimodal initialization for all of the sources > multimodal initialization for one of the sources> NNDSVD initialization ≥ random initialization.
V. CONCLUSION In this paper, single microphone source separation via NMF was addressed. We proposed to use the similarity of activation coefficient matrices of audio and video modalities coming from a single speech to initialize an already known approach for single microphone speech separation based on NMF (Section II-B). In addition, this similarity was used for clustering of basis vectors when the parameters of the mentioned approach are initialized randomly without using any training data. Then the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms was verified by some simulations. The experiments show the crucial aspect of initialization for NMF. Moreover, the proposed multimodal approach is a good choice for initializing the NMF based single microphone source separation approach even if only one video modality is known. So based on the proposed algorithms, single microphone source separation can be achieved without using any training data, manual clustering of basis vectors or manual annotation the activity of sources.
